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versus F. R. Scott versus Eli Mandel
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Mandel: Well in this particular
country, for whom would you be
writing? For this audience-do
you define an audience in that
way?

Purdy: Well, if this audience is
interested, and 1 certainly hope
they are, then I'm writing for them.
But you write for the people who
are interested. A great part of the
audience, of course, is university
people. What you are more or iess
saying is-what is the audience for
poetry in Canada?

Scott: I don't think you write for
an audience. When you're writing
the poem, you're writîng the poem
for the poem. It's got its own de-
mands. It wants to be a certain
kind of poem, and you're struggling
hard to make it what it wants to
be. Then it may go, it may say
something, but you've got this per-
sonal relationship with the thing-
with what's coming.

Mandel.- Ail right, you're ail say-
ing this. You're ail saying you have
an interior itch, and you're scratch-
ing, and this is the way you get the
poem.
Scott: I don't put it that way at ail.
1 don't itch. (Laughter)
Purdy: Neither do 1. (Laughter)
Mandel: That was Earle who
itches.
Birney: You've a more ethereal
view of this than 1 have.
Mandel: You're ahl saying that the
act of writing is a private act.
Purdy: Certainly.
Mandel: This is A's point of view.
Aren't the questions that Jon has
asked really relevant? Is Canada
a desert isiand, and therefore par-
ticularly apt for the private voices
of poets?
Scott: It's only recently begun ta be
apt. I mean for the first twenty
years when I was writing poetry,
there was nobody reading it at ahl.
You could have no more got an
audience this size ta hear, or look
at, poets than you could have got
them ta hear a sermon from a
dumb minister.
Mandel: (to Scott) There's a sense
in which your whole life has been
public. But you're saying "poetry
is a thing 1 work on as a craf t, an
art, I don't care what happens ta,
it-something will happen to it."
Earle on the other hand bas de-
dicated himself to poetry, to
scholarsbip and he's caring about
what happens to it.
Scott: I don't see any difference
between anything I've done in my
life. The root of the word poet is
maker. The Greek root is maker-
he makes things. Now you can
make things in ail sorts of different
ways, and the physician is a poet
in that sense. My public activities,
for me, have been an attempt to
make something in a social way.
But it's makîng. It's a social
poetry, if you like. There's no con-

flict in me with these various act-
ivities. Naturally if you put more
time in poetry, you make more
poetry, and you probably makre
better poetry. But it isn't a dif -
ferent kind of attitude towards
hf e.

Mandel: I think we'll throw this
open ta questions now. We've gone
a long way, and I'm sure that
people want to find out more from
their own particular point of view.
Would you raise your hand when
you're ready to . .. no questions?

Questions: Ail right, I'11 start it off.
I would like to ask the panel in
general, if they feel that presently
there are any current trends in
Canadian poetry. That is length of
poem, type of poemn, free verse, and
s0 on. And also the subi ect of
poems.

Purdy: Well, the subject has now
widened to such an extent that
poets will now write about any-
thing, whereas once they certainly
would not. Length-this is how
many epics are being written?
How many epics are ever written?
Birney's David, in the way of a
long poem, is as good a long poem
as has been written. But there
are very few people can carry that
off, and 1 think that the general
length of Canadian poetry is the
short lyric, of say a page, or a page
and a haif. As to the type of poems
being written, in the last few years,
certainly, poetry in Canada has
been breaking away from metric,
to a larger and larger degree. The
f irst models were British poets, and
later American poets. And there
are ail sorts of schools over here.
No, that's wrong, there are reflec-
tions of American and British
models. But now, one would hope,
and I rather believe, that there is
something coming out which has
its own distinction without trying
to name it or say what it is.
Mandel: Do you want to comment
on that question, Earle?
Birney: Well, 1 was saying a
moment ago, that a whole new
movement is developing in Cana-
dian poets under 20 that I think
is quite important. And I think
that it reflects whole new attitudes
towards language flowing out of
the science, or pseudo-science, of
linguistics. Young poets, some of
them, in England and the United
States and here, are looking at
words phonemically-they're look-
ing ta break single words down.
They are interested in the way one
word moves into another. Into
root cousin words, and into some
sort of surprising change. And
you may see a poem now in which
that one word dominates the page.
And the type is broken up ail over
the place. It may be shaped in
some kind of interesting visual
pattern as well. The poem is at the
same time an exploration of the
magic of a word itself-tbe curious
mystery of a word. Think of any
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... 'it's a motter of communication with other people'

word enough, and you'll begin to
think of a poem, in a sense. So it's
doing that, and it's often visually
interesting in a way that poetry
has neyer been since manuscript
days in the middle ages. Ail these
are happening- there's partially
a cycle going back to the old-and
there are the new things happen-
ing. There is also what's called
anti-poetry. I just finished read-
ing the latest number of New
magazine, which is a unique littie
mag, in that it calîs itself New, a
magazine of Canadian and Amen-
can verse. This is new by the way,
because it is the first time I ever
think this has happened. There's
a young American who decides
that he thinks Canadian poetry is
as good on the scene as the Ameni-
can. And he bas an editorial com-
menting on the kind of verse that
is coming in to him on both sides
and he doesn't seem ta feel that
there is any particular time lag in
Canada. But wbat he finds is that
there is no longer any common
ground of def inition of what a poem
is. That some people, flowing out
of the Olsen, Charles Olsen, tradi-
tion-the projectivist race tradi-
tion-have got ta the point where
they say that anything you put
dawn is a poem if that is your
approacb to it.

1 mean if you think that I'm go-
ing ta put something down because
this is how I feel. I mean l'Il put
it down on the page this way, or
that way, or around this way. And
that's as good a definition of a
poem as any other, according ta
some people. Now this is reai
anarchy in a sense.
Scott: This is what's happening in
modemn sculpture, and ta, some ex-
tent in modern painting. It re-
minds me of the scuiptor in New
York who phoned up Macy's and
said "send me up a rectangular
wooden box ... empty." Sa they
sent it, and he put bis name on it,
and he took it to an exhibition, and
it was put up in a very prominent
place. (Muffied laughter) And
they looked at it and said, "this is
a piece of sculpture." And the
most creative act of ail, I've heard
of recently, is the man who took
a beautiful Leonardo da Vinci
drawing and spent three hours
rubbing it out s0 there was noth-
ing at ail. (Laughter) Now you
get this reducia ad absurdum, and
a line going this way. It may be

that artists of ail types realize the
world is just about ta be destroy-
ed, and they're proving it is going
ta be destroyed. But I certainly
don't think this uine, in respect ta
paetry, is going ta be a very fascin-
ating line. You can read these
poems, and the words are ail over
the page, you know-blink--one
great thîng about it is it cannot be
read aloud. (Laughter) But I
just don't think that out of that is
going ta corne a very large state-
ment of a great magnificent kind,
or important kind, such as we have
attributed ta every great paet at
some time or other in his life. It is
an experimental and interesting
f orm.

Birney: 1 think tbere's something
-some healthiness- in the...
what do they caîl them . . . the

nihulist attitude of let us make
some objects d' art and then
destroy them. Publicly destroy
them. Wbat ttiey are drivmng at,
some of them, is that we've got too
much tradition, too much of a sense
of duty, to know this, and to study
this, and to get information about
that. 1 mean, what's it ail about?
Supposing you destroyed it ail?
Look what happened in Florence-
it was dreadful-'but somehuw
the wor'1d. staggered on despite the
loss of a great deal of its art objects
in Florence. And there are some
who have a feeling that it might
be a good thing for art, and for
human beings in general, if they
sort of wiped it ail out and started
again. This would be dreadful for
universities, of course. (Laughter)

Be a lot of people out of jobs.

Please contact us directly at
an interview appointment.

Thorne,
Gunn,
HelliwelI
& Christenson

24- 3191 for

800 Bank of Montreal
Building, Edmonton

Chartered Accountants

Offices in ail principal cities in Canada

Graduating Students

Students from any faculty intrested in ob-
taining post-graduate experience in business
through professional training in accounting,
leading to qualification as a chartered accoun-
tant, are invited to visit the offices of Thorne,
Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson to discusss
career opportunities.

Co-ops are here
The co-operative residence mavement is off the ground-

now ahl it needs is passengers.

Next year's group will live in bouses rented from the uni-
versity. Rent will be in the $65-a-month bracket.

Residents will set their own rules and elect their own
governiment.

Anyone desiring information about this project in com-
munity living can write before March 31, to:

Campus Co-operative Association,
Post Office,
Administration Building
University of Aberta


